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In his recent monumental study of the Thirty Years War, Peter Wilson suggests that seventeenth century 

autobiographers “… generally lack the reflections on events, descriptions of emotions or psychological 

insights that can be found in some sixteenth-century works and which become more common with those 

written after the 1770s”.  His suggestion is that the record of emotional states may not follow any strict 

teleological progression, thereby calling notions of modernity into question.  The long-standing discussion 

surrounding the usage of ego-documents / Selbstzeugnisse as autobiographic sources on the experience 

of the war among ordinary participants has, however, indicated that one emotion is clearly 

overrepresented: fear.  A hypercognisized (Reddy) sense of loss and suffering certainly provided fruitful 

conditions for the multiplication of fear responses to the brutal events of the war.  Significantly, this was 

more than a universal biological response (flight or fight) to wartime privations.  Nagging anxiety and fear 

were omnipresent, at all levels of society, rendering the boundaries of battlefield emotions difficult to 

define.  During Europe’s first “total war”, consciously compared by Churchill to the period 1918-1945, both 

soldiers and civilians found themselves on the field of battle to an extent never before witnessed.  

Nonetheless, rather than universal expressions of wartime Angst, quotidian fears had to be expressed 

within the context of contemporary definitions as fear responses to peculiar historic events and 

conjunctures, so that we need to locate the psychological state of the battlefield environment within larger 

cultural constraints, expressions and emotives. This paper roams among a wide variety of sources, from 

personal accounts, broadsheets, ballads and the picaresque novel in order to isolate a state of fear 

specific to the events of 1618-1648, while still rendering it translatable for comparative analysis with other 

places and times. 

 


